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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
This Court has jurisdiction over the Petition for Review pursuant to Utah Code 
sections 34A-l-303, 63G-4-403, and 78A-4-103 ("[I]f an order is appealed to the court of 
appeals ... the court of appeals has jurisdiction to review, reverse, remand, or annul any 
order of the commissioner or Appeals Board."). 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 
ISSUE 1. The Utah Occupational Safety and Health Act gives employers a 
30-day window to contest a citation. The 30-day right to contest a citation is 
triggered by the receipt of notice sent by "certified mail." Did the Board err in 
concluding that a notice sent via private carrier-as opposed to the United States 
Postal Service---was through "certified mail"? 
Determinative Law: Utah Code Ann.§ 34A-6-303(1). 
Standard of Review: An agency's interpretation of a statute is a pure question of 
law reviewed by an appellate court for correctness. See Hughes Gen. Contractors, Inc. v. 
Utah Labor Comm 'n, 2014 UT 3,125,322 P.3d 712 ("[W]e have retained for the courts 
the de novo prerogative of interpreting the law, unencumbered by any standard of agency 
deference."); Cookv. Dep'tofCommerce, 2015 UT App 64,112,347 P.3d 5 ("'[W]e 
review statutory interpretations by agencies for correctness, giving no deference to the 
agency's interpretation."' (quoting Harrington v. Industrial Comm 'n, 942 P.2d 961,963 
(Utah Ct. App. 1997) ). 
Statement of Preservation: Kuhni preserved this issue in various arguments and 
briefs submitted in the proceedings below. (R. 63-64, 94-96, 143-147.) 
ISSUE 2. Due process requires that the Labor Commission's method of 
serving a notice of citation be reasonably certain to inform the employer. The Labor 
Commission sent Kuhni notice of the citation by e-mail, but the Labor Commission 
1 
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gave no evidence that Kuhni received the e-mail or that Kuhni's e-mail addresses 
were reliable means of service. Did the Board err in concluding that the Labor 
Commission's email to Kuhni satisfied due process? 
Determinative Law: U.S. Const. amend. XIV, § 1; Utah Const. Art. I, § 7; 
Mullane v. Central Hanover Bank & Trust Co., 339 U.S. 306 (1950). 
Standard of Review: A "due process claim presents a mixed question of fact and 
law that we review de novo for correctness. But we incorporate a clearly erroneous 
standard for the necessary subsidiary factual determinations." See State v. Hales, 2001 
UT 14, 135, 152 P.3d 321. 
Statement of Preservation: Kuhni preserved this issue in various arguments and 
briefs submitted in the proceedings below. (R. 64-67, 96-98, 147-149.) 
ISSUE 3. Due process requires that the Labor Commission's form of 
notice of citation reasonably convey to employers their 30-day right to contest the 
citation. The notice of citation at issue here was a fifteen-page document, with the 
notice of Kuhni's 30-day right to contest the citation on only the third and fourth 
pages. Did the Board err in concluding that the content of the Labor Commission's 
notice satisfied due process? 
Determinative Law: U.S. Const. amend. XIV, § 1; Utah Const. Art. I, § 7; 
Mullane v. Central Hanover Bank & Trust Co., 339 U.S. 306 (1950). 
Standard of Review: A "due process claim presents a mixed question of fact and 
law that we review de novo for correctness. But we incorporate a clearly erroneous 
standard for the necessary subsidiary factual determinations." See State v. Hales, 2001 
UT 14, 1 3 5, 152 P .3 d 3 21. 
Statement of Preservation: Kuhni preserved this issue in various arguments and 
briefs submitted in the proceedings below. (R. 64-67, 96-98, 147-149.) 
2 
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DETERMINATIVE PROVISIONS 
Utah Code Ann. § 34A-6-303(1 ). 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
Nature, Course, and Disposition of Proceedings 
This case is about a citation issued by the Labor Commission to Kuhni for a 
workplace accident. (R. 151.) Kuhni contests the citation. (Id.) But the Administrative 
Law Judge and Utah Labor Commission Appeals Board (the "Appeals Board') never 
reached the merits of the Labor Commission's citation because the Administrative Law 
Judge dismissed Kuhni's case on jurisdictional grounds, and the Appeals Board affirmed 
the Administrative Law Judge's dismissal. 1 (R. 80-82, 151-154.) Kuhni now seeks 
judicial review of the Appeals Board's decision. 
Statement of Facts 
In early 2016, the Labor Commission cited Kuhni for three safety violations-
assessing Kuhni with a $76,250.00 fine. (R. 151.) The Labor Commission delivered a 
notice of citation to Kuhni (the "Citation Notice") by Federal Express, with return receipt 
requested.2 (Id.) The Citation Notice consisted of fifteen pages. (R. 21-37.) Notice of 
Kuhni's 30-day right to contest the citation appeared on pages three and four of the 
Citation Notice. (R. 25-26.) With the exception of some additional underlining, the 
provisions warning Kuhni of its 30-day right to contest the citations were the same font, 
1 The Appeals Board's Order Affirming ALJ's Decision is attached as Exhibit 1 to the 
Addendum following this brief. 
2 The Citation Notice submitted by the Labor Commission to the Administrative Law 
Judge is attached as Exhibit 2 to the Addendum following this brief. 
3 
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print, and type as the surrounding text. (Id.) Three weeks later, the Labor Commission 
sent two emails to email addresses the Labor Commission presumably believed were 
controlled by Kuhni, stating that Kuhni had until March 26, 2016 to contest the citations. 
(R. 3 9-41, 151.) Kuhni notified the Labor Commission of its intent to contest the citations 
on June 6, 2016. (R. 151.) 
Soon after Kuhni notified the Labor Commission that it was contesting the 
citations, the Labor Commission filed a motion to dismiss Kuhni' s case based on Utah 
Code section 34A-6-303. (R. 13-61.) In its motion, the Labor Commission gave the 
Administrative Law Judge evidence of both the notice by Federal Express and the notice 
by email. (Id.) But aside proof that the Labor Commission sent the email, the Labor 
Commission provided no evidence that Kuhni monitored the two "@kuhnisons.com" 
email addresses, that Kuhni was likely to receive any messages sent to those email 
addresses, or that Kuhni actually received the email the Labor Commission sent. (Id.) 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
"Decency, security, and liberty alike demand that government officials shall be 
subjected to the same rules of conduct that are commands to the citizen." See Olmstead v. 
U.S., 277 U.S. 438,485, 48 S.Ct. 564, 575 (1928) (Brandeis, J., dissenting). In this case, 
the Labor Commission cited Kuhni $76,250.00 for a workplace accident. When Kuhni 
contested the citation, the Labor Commission moved to dismiss Kuhni' s notice of contest 
based on a technicality-namely, Kuhni filed its notice of contest over thirty days after it 
received the citation from the Labor Commission. Kuhni opposed the Labor 
Commission's motion to dismiss on two grounds: First, the Labor Commission's notice 
4 
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to Kuhni was inadequate to trigger the 30-day limit on Kuhni's right to contest the 
citation. And second, the Labor Commission's notice failed to satisfy Kuhni' s due 
process rights. In short, the Labor Commission could not hold Kuhni to a timing 
technicality when the Labor Commission itself failed to follow the procedures for 
imposing that timing requirement on Kuhni. 
The Labor Commission's notice to Kuhni failed to trigger the 30-day limitation on 
Kuhni' s right to contest the citation. Under Utah Code Section 34A-6-303( 1 ), notice of a 
citation to an employer by "certified mail" triggers a 30-day limitation period on the 
employer's right to contest the citation. The plain and ordinary meaning of "certified 
mail"-as set forth in case law and various dictionaries-is delivery through the United 
States Postal Service, not any private carrier. The Labor Commission sent notice of the 
citation to Kuhni via Federal Express. Hence the Labor Commission's notice to Kuhni 
failed to trigger the 30-day limit on Kuhni's right to contest the citation. The Appeals 
Board therefore erred when it concluded that (i) Federal Express was sufficient to trigger 
the 30-day limitation on Kuhni's contest right, and (ii) Kuhni's actual receipt of the 
citation was enough under section 303 to trigger the 30-day limitation period. 
Further, the notices the Labor Commission sent to Kuhni failed to satisfy due 
process. Due process looks to both the method and the content of the notice. The Labor 
Commission sent Kuhni notice of the citation via Federal Express and by email. While 
delivery of the notice of citation by Federal Express may satisfy due process 
requirements, the content of the citation package did not conspicuously convey to Kuhni 
that it had only thirty days to contest the citation. In contrast, while the content of the 
5 
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Labor Commission's email to Kuhni may satisfy due process requirements, the method of 
notice by email was insufficient where the Labor Commission provided no evidence to 
the Administrative Law Judge that Kuhni monitored those email addresses and was likely 
to receive information transmitted to those addresses. Consequently, the Appeals Board 
erred in concluding that the Labor Commission's notices to Kuhni satisfied due process. 
In sum, the Court should reverse the Appeals Board's Order because (i) Kuhni's 
notice of contest was timely, and (ii) the Labor Commission's notices failed to satisfy due ~ 
process. This case should be decided on the merits as opposed to technicalities. 3 
ARGUMENT 
I. THE APPEALS BOARD ERRED IN HOLDING THAT NOTICE VIA 
PRIVATE CARRIER TRIGGERS AN EMPLOYER'S 30-DAY RIGHT 
TO CONTEST A CITATION. 
Under Utah Code section 34A-6-303(l)(b), an employer's 30-day right to contest 
a citation is triggered by "the receipt of the notice issued by the division." The "notice" 
referenced in subsection (b) is defined in subsection (a), which requires notice to the 
employer by "certified mail." Id. 303(1)(a). '"[C]ertified mail' has a common usage with 
only one meaning that does not include delivery by Federal Express." See Leatherbury v. 
Greenspun, 939 A.2d 1284, 1288 (Del. 2007). Thus, the Labor Commission did not 
provide notice as required by Section 303. Accordingly, the Labor Commission never 
3 Kuhni raises three issues on appeal and divides its brief into two arguments. The first 
argument section addresses the first issue raised on appeal-whether the Appeals Board 
properly interpreted the term "certified mail." The second argument section addresses the 
latter two issues raised on appeal-whether the Labor Commission's notices to Kuhni 
satisfied due process. The Court should rule in Kuhni's favor on both arguments, and 
both arguments are independent reasons for reversing the Appeals Board's Order. 
6 
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triggered the 30-day limitation on Kuhni's right to contest the citation, and Kuhni's 
notice of contest-filed thirty days after the Labor Commission's notice-was timely. 
Despite the timeliness of Kuhni' s notice of contest, the Appeals Board affirmed 
the dismissal of Kuhni' s case based on two erroneous interpretations of section 303: ( 1) 
the Appeals Board interpreted "certified mail" to include delivery via private carrier as 
opposed to only the United States Postal Service; and (2) the Appeals Board concluded 
that even if Kuhni did not receive notice by "certified mail," actual receipt of the citation 
was sufficient to trigger the 30-day limitation on Kuhni's right to contest the citation. See 
Order, 2. The Court should reverse the Appeals Board's Order and conclude that Kuhni's 
notice of contest is timely. 
A. The Term "Certified Mail" Requires Delivery Via the United States 
Postal Service as Opposed to Delivery Via Private Carrier. 
The Appeals Board interpreted the term "certified mail" to not require "that 
delivery of a citation must be performed by the U.S. Postal Service." See Order, 2. The 
Appeals Board based its interpretation on the fact that there is no "Utah precedent" for 
Kuhni's interpretation. But the Appeals Board failed to identify any Utah precedent 
precluding Kuhni's interpretation. More importantly, the Appeals Board ignored the plain 
meaning of "certified mail" and case law interpreting similar statutes, which both 
demonstrate that the term "certified mail" encompasses delivery by the United States 
Postal Service. 
First, the plain meaning of "certified mail" excludes delivery via a private carrier. 
For instance, in its Motion for Summary Disposition, the Labor Commission relied on the 
7 
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following definition of "certified mail" from the Oxford English Dictionary: "A postal 
service in which sending and receipt of a letter or package are recorded." See Motion for 
Summary Disposition, 8 (quoting Oxford English Dictionary) (emphasis added by Labor 
Commission). But in relying on this citation, the Labor Commission ignored the first 
three words of the definition: "A postal service in which sending and receipt of a letter or 
package are recorded." Id. (emphasis added). The Oxford English Dictionary defines the 
term "postal service" as the "US term for post office." See Postal Service, Oxford English 
Dictionary (Online), available at https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/. And "post office" is 
defined as "[t]he public department or corporation responsible for postal services." See 
Post Office, Oxford English Dictionary (Online). The Labor Commission cannot dispute 
that Federal Express is not a public department responsible for mail. 
Other dictionaries also support an interpretation of "certified mail" that excludes 
delivery by private carriers. For example, the term "certified mail" in Black's Law 
Dictionary is merely a subset for the term "mail," which Black's Law Dictionary defines 
as "[ o ]ne or more items that have been properly addressed, stamped with postage, and 
deposited for delivery in the postal system." See Mail, Black's Law Dictionary (10th ed. 
2014) (emphasis added). The "postal system" is then defined as "[a]n official system for 
delivering such items; the postal system." See Postal System, Black's Law Dictionary 
(10th ed. 2014) ( emphasis added). Hence, according to multiple dictionaries, the term 
"certified mail" does not encompass a private carrier like Federal Express. 
Second, case law interpreting "certified mail" in other statutes supports a reading 
that excludes delivery by private carrier. To illustrate, in Foote Memorial the court faced 
8 
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a similar argument. In that case, the court rejected the Appeals Board's interpretation of 
"certified mail" noting that 
[t]he term "mail" is defined as "letters, packages, etc., sent or delivered by 
the postal service." Random House Webster's College Dictionary, 
supra (emphasis added). In tum, "postal service" refers to the "post office," 
which is "an office or station of a government postal system at which mail 
is received and sorted, from which it is dispatched and distributed .... " Id. 
See WA. Foote Memorial Hosp. v. City of Jackson, 686 N. W.2d 9, 13-14 (Mich. Ct. App. 
2004). Thus, the court held, "the plain and ordinary meaning of the term 'certified mail' 
in M.C.L. § 205.735{2) encompasses only 'mail' sent by the United States Postal 
Service-not delivery by private carrier services." Id. Likewise, the plain and ordinary 
meaning of the term "certified mail" in section 303 encompasses only "mail" sent by the 
United States Postal Service, not delivery by Federal Express. See also Leatherbury, 939 
A.2d at 1288 ("'[C]ertified mail' has a common usage with only one meaning that does 
not include delivery by Federal Express."). 
Moreover, interpreting section 303 to allow delivery by private carriers 
contravenes the public policy concerns the Utah legislature likely had in mind in 
choosing the term "certified mail." If the Labor Commission's definition of "certified 
mail" is accepted, and section 303 is satisfied so long as someone records the sending and 
receipt of the letter, then "[c]onceivably, any carrier or person could claim to be a carrier 
service and offer up a package receipt as genuine." See Foote Memorial, 686 N.W.2d at 
15. The legislature's directive that notice of the citation to be delivered via the United 
States Postal Service ensures that return receipts are reliable, trustworthy, and uniform-
something that cannot be accomplished if any person off the street is allowed to claim 
9 
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they recorded a delivery. Id. (holding that "the Legislature clearly intended a certain 
degree of uniformity regarding where and with whom the record of mailing would be 
maintained to avoid such complications invoking the jurisdiction of the Tax Tribunal."). 
Further, another purpose of section 303 is to fix a clear point in time from which 
employers know they have thirty days to contest a citation. If the plain and ordinary 
meaning of "certified mail" is via the United States Postal Service, and the Court 
broadens that term to include delivery via private carrier, it creates a due process 
dilemma by holding employers to a standard that section 303 never gives them notice of. 
The Court should therefore reverse the Appeals Board's Order because it 
erroneously interpreted "certified mail" to include delivery by Federal Express. 
B. Actual Receipt of a Citation Does Not Trigger the 30-Day Limitation 
on an Employer's Right to Contest a Citation. 
The Appeals Board concluded that "[m]ore important than parsing the term 
'certified mail' is the fact that Kuhni does not dispute receiving the citation .... The fact 
that Kuhni actually received the citation means that the notice requirement was satisfied 
regardless of which third-party carrier delivered it." See Order, 2. But in making this 
conclusion, the Appeals Board ignored the plain text of Section 303. No statute, case law, 
or other authority states that actual receipt of a citation is sufficient to trigger the 30-day 
limitation period as opposed to notice by "certified mail" as required by section 303. The 
Appeals Board never cited any such authority for this proposition. And it was improper 
for the Appeals Board to ignore the text of section 303 to create an actual receipt 
exception by judicial fiat. 
10 
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"A fundamental rule of statutory construction is that statutes are to be 
construed according to their plain language." See O 'Keefe v. Utah State Retirement Bd., 
956 P .2d 279, 281 (Utah 1998). "[U]nambiguous language may not be interpreted to 
contradict its plain meaning." Id. Further, "Provisions within a statute are interpreted in 
harmony with other provisions in the same statute and with other statutes under the same 
and related chapters .... [E]ach part or section should be construed in connection with 
every other part or section so as to produce a harmonious whole." See Berne au v. 
Martino, 2009 UT 87, 1 12, 223 P.3d 1128. "It is our function to apply the law as written 
by the legislature ... and not to legislate because we think the law should be otherwise." 
See Fay v. Industrial Commission, 114 P.2d 508,516 (Utah 1941). 
An example of statutory interpretation similar to this case is found in Lopez, where 
petitioner and agency disputed whether petitioner's appeal was timely. See Lopez v. 
Career Service Review Bd., 834 P.2d 568,571 (Utah Ct. App. 1992). The statute at issue 
required a party to appeal an agency's decision within 30 days of the "order constituting 
the final agency action," which included a "written order." Id. (quoting Utah Code Ann. 
§§ 63-46b-13, 63-46b-14). More than 30 days before petitioner filed his appeal, the 
agency's hearing officer sent petitioner a letter stating, "This letter is to notify you that 
your motion [to reconsider] has not persuaded me to change my decision. Id. To 
determine the meaning of "written order" and whether the letter qualified as one, this 
Court turned to an entirely separate provision which mandated what was to be included in 
an order. Id. at 572 (quoting Utah Code Ann.§ 63-46b-10). The Court held-based on 
that provision explaining the contents of an order-that the letter sent by the hearing 
11 
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officer was not a "written order." Petitioner's appeal, the Court held, "[was] therefore 
timely." Id. 
Like in Lopez, where the Court determined what was meant by "written order" by 
looking to the required contents of a written order, here, the Court should determine what 
is meant by "notice issued by the division" in subsection 303(1)(b) by looking to the 
required method of issuing notice in subsection 303(1 )(a). See Utah Code Ann. § 34A-6-
303( 1 ). In other words, the Court should interpret the "notice" referenced in subsection 
303(1)(b) as the same notice required by subsection 303(l)(a)-notice by "certified 
mail." See id. The two provisions must be read harmoniously. Further, had the legislature 
intended the Appeals Board's interpretation of section 303-which triggers the 30-day 
limitation period upon the actual receipt of any notice by the division-the legislature 
would have used in section 303 the words any notice or actual notice, not the words "the 
notice issued by the division." See id. The Appeals Board was not permitted to substitute 
its policy preferences for those adopted by the legislature in section 303. 
Accordingly, the Court should reverse the Appeals Board's Order because without 
any thirty-day clock ticking, Kuhni's notice of contest was timely. 
II. THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN DECIDING THAT THE NOTICES THE 
LABOR COMMISSION SENT TO KUHNI SATISFIED DUE PROCESS. 
In determining if a notice satisfies due process, courts look to both the "method 
and content" of the notice. See, e.g., Buckley v. Engle, No. 8:07CV254, 2010 WL 
4064985, at *2 (D. Neb. Oct. 14, 2010). The Labor Commission sent two notices to 
Kuhni. First, the Labor Commission sent Kuhni a fifteen-page citation package via 
12 
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Federal Express (the "Citation Package"). (R. 21-37.) Second, the Labor Commission 
sent an email to two email addresses. (R. 39-41.) As explained below, neither of these 
notices satisfied due process. The content of the Citation Package failed to reasonably 
convey to Kuhni its 30-day right to contest the citation. Likewise, the Labor Commission 
failed to provide evidence that the email addresses it used were methods of notice 
reasonably certain to inform Kuhni. Consequently, the Court should reverse the Appeals 
Board's Order because the notices sent by the Labor Commission failed to satisfy due 
process. 
A. The Appeals Board Erred in Concluding That the Content of the 
Citation Package Reasonably Conveyed Kuhni's 30-Day Contest Right. 
"Precedent teaches that government notices must be clear." K. G. v. Department of 
Public Welfare, 2012 WL 8670197, at *8 (Pa. Commw. Ct. June 15, 2012) (unpublished). 
Notices violate due process when important provisions fail to conspicuously stand out. 
See, e.g., Brody v. Village of Porter Chester, 434 F .3d 121, 130 (2d Cir. 2005) ("[T]he 
notice sent to affected property owners must make some conspicuous mention of the 
commencement of the thirty-day review period to satisfy due process."); In re 
Millspaugh, 302 B.R. 90, 100, 103 (Bankr. D. Idaho 2003) (holding that "considerations 
of due process mandate great caution and require that the creditor receive specific notice 
(not buried in a disclosure statement or plan provision)," and that notice to a creditor 
"must be clearly and conspicuously identified and explained in the plan or motion"). 
"Just as with the form of notice, the content of the notice must be 'reasonably calculated, 
under all the circumstances, to apprise interested parties of the pendency of the action.' 
13 
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This includes the corollary requirement that the notice 'must be of such nature as [to] 
reasonably convey the required information."' See Brody, 434 F .2d at 130 ( quoting 
Mullane, 339 U.S. at 314). 
For example, in O'Connell, the question was whether the defendant steamship 
company gave sufficient notice to plaintiff of the contractual limitations period for filing 
suit. See O'Connell v. Norwegian Caribbean Lines, Inc., 639 F. Supp. 846,846 (N.D. Ill. 
1986).4 The actual statement limiting plaintiffs right to file suit was buried in twenty-
seven paragraphs of terms and conditions, which were found on the last two pages of a 
five-page ticket packet. Id. at 848-49. The steamship company argued that the plaintiff 
nonetheless had notice of this statement because of a sentence on the face of the ticket 
incorporating the terms and conditions. Id. at 849-50. The sentence, the defendant pointed 
out, was in "red ink, bold print, and capital letters." Id. at 850. But the court disagreed 
that the incorporation sentence "reasonably communicated ... the contractual terms 
contained in other parts of the ticket." Id. The court held that 
although the printing is indeed in capital letters and red ink, when it is 
considered in the context of the entire page, it cannot be considered eye-
catching, prominent, or inescapably obvious. To the contrary, the presence 
of other, larger, bolder, red lettering on the same line tends to artfully 
camoflauge the incorporation statement. 
4 Though O'Connell did not expressly address due process and involved a voluntary 
contractual relationship, it is nonetheless pertinent because it applies the same standard of 
reasonableness and conspicuousness. See id. at 849 (holding that notice must contain 
"conspicuous language" and be "reasonably communicated"). Furthermore, a government 
agency imposing an involuntary limitation on someone's rights should be held to a higher 
standard than the notice required in a voluntary commercial transaction. 
14 
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Id. at 850. Thus, the court held, the "incorporation statement [was] not sufficiently 
conspicuous" to give the plaintiff notice of the shortened limitations period. Id. at 851. 
Nothing in the Labor Commission's notice to Kuhni reasonably and conspicuously 
communicates Kuhni' s 30-day right to contest the citation. Like the contract in 
0 'Connell, where defendant buried the limitations provision in twenty-seven paragraphs 
on the fourth and fifth page, the Labor Commission buries the contest provision in the 
third and fourth pages of its fifteen-page notice. Worse still, those fifteen pages consist of 
approximately 80 paragraphs. And while the contest provision may be in underlined and 
bold print, it is in no way eye-catching because it appears in the first paragraph of the 
fourth page with no heading above it and substantial and prominent white space beneath 
it. The reasonable person flipping through the notice-assuming they even made it as far 
as the fourth page-would not realize the importance of the contest provision, especially 
given the other headings, headers, and more prominent print that would draw their 
attention. In short, the Labor Commission needs to place notice of the 30-day right to 
contest clearly and conspicuously on the first page. As put by commission member Hatch 
in his concurrence, "the served Citation and Notice of Penalty is not written with clarity .. 
. . [The Labor Commission] might be well advised to re-write their form citation to avoid 
similar arguments to that of [Kuhni] in the future." See Order, 4. 
B. The Appeals Board Erred in Concluding That the Labor Commission's 
Email Was Reasonably Certain to Inform Kuhni of Its 30-Day Contest 
Right. 
"An elementary and fundamental requirement of due process in any proceeding 
which is to be accorded finality is notice reasonably calculated, under all the 
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circumstances, to apprise interested parties of the pendency of the action and afford them 
an opportunity to present their objections." See Mullane, 339 U.S. at 314. "As a general 
matter, in those cases where service by email has been judicially approved, the movant 
supplied the Court with some facts indicating that the person to be served would be likely 
to receive the summons and complaint at the given email address." See NYKCool A.B. v. 
Pacific Intern. Services, Inc., 66 F.Supp.3d 385, 391 (S.D.N.Y. 2014). For instance, in 
Ehrenfeld, the court declined to allow service by email because "Plaintiff provided no 
information that would lead the Court to conclude that Defendant ... monitors the e-mail 
address, or would be likely to receive information transmitted to the e-mail address." See 
Ehrenfeld v. Salim a Bin Mahfouz, No. 04 Civ. 9641(RCC), 2005 WL 696769, at *3 
(S.D.N.Y. Mar. 23, 2005); see also Fortunato v. Chase Bank USA, N.A., No. 11 Civ. 
6608(JFK), 2012 WL 2086950, at *2 (S.D.N.Y. June 7, 2012) (rejecting request for 
alternative service via email where "Chase has not set forth any facts that would give the 
Court a degree of certainty that ... the email address listed on the Facebook profile is 
operational and accessed by Nicole."); NYKCool, 66 F.Supp.3d at 390-91 (concluding 
that "NYK.Cool's attempt to serve Noboa by e-mail was [not] sufficient under Rule 4(f) 
and the Due Process Clause."). 
Like in Ehrenfeld, where the plaintiff provided no facts showing that the defendant 
"monitor[ ed] the e-mail address" or "would be likely to receive information transmitted 
to the e-mail address," the Labor Commission provided no facts below showing that 
Kuhni monitored the two email addresses or that Kuhni was likely to receive the notice 
sent to those email addresses. (R. 15-16.) Accordingly, it was improper for the Appeals 
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Board to affirm the dismissal of Kuhni' s case. Without any evidence beyond the fact that 
the Labor Commission sent notice to the two email addresses, the Appeals Board could 
not conclude that the email addresses were reasonably calculated to inform Kuhni of its 
3 0-day contest right. 
In short, the Appeals Board erred in concluding that the Labor Commission's 
notices satisfied due process because ( 1) the content of the Citation Package failed to 
reasonably convey to Kuhni that it had only 30 days to contest the citation; and (2) the 
method of the email notice was not reasonably calculated to convey to Kuhni the 30-day 
limitation on Kuhni' s right to contest the citation. 
17 
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CONCLUSION 
The Appeals Board erred in concluding that notice via Federal Express triggered 
the 30-day limitation period on Kuhni's right to contest the citation. Section 303 requires 
notice via "certified mail." And the plain and ordinary meaning of "certified mail" is 
delivery through the United States Postal Service as opposed to any private carrier. 
Likewise, the Appeals Board erred in concluding that the Labor Commission's notices to 
Kuhni satisfied due process. The content of the Citation Package did not conspicuously 
convey Kuhni's 30-day contest right. And the email that the Labor Commission sent to 
the two email addresses, without evidence that Kuhni monitored or relied on those email 
addresses, was not reasonably calculated to inform Kuhni of its rights. In short, the Court 
should reverse the Appeals Board's Order dismissing Kuhni' s case and order Kuhni' s 
notice of contest to proceed on the merits. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 6th day of March, 2017. 
BENNETT TUELLER JOHNSON & DEERE 
Attorneys for Petitioner 
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APPEALS BOARD 
UT All LABOR COMMISSION 
THE UTAH OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY 
AND HF.AL TH DIVISION, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
JOHN KUHNI & SONS, INC., 
Respondent. 
ORDER AFFIRMING 
ALJ'S DECISION 
Case No. 531093282 
John Kuhni & Sons, Inc. ("Kuhni") asks the Utah Labor Commission to review 
Administrative Law Judge Trayner's decision upholding a citation issued by the Utah Occupational 
Safety and Health Division ("UOSH") for a workplace safety violation under R614-I-4(B)(l) of the 
Utah Administrative Code and §34A-6-20I of the lJtah Occupational Safety and Health Act. 
The Commission exercises jurisdiction over this motion for review pursuant to §63G-4-301 
of the Utah Administrative Procedures Act and §34/\-6-304 of the Utah Occupational Safety and 
l lcalth Act. 
BACKGROUND AND ISSUES PRESENTED 
UOSH cited Kuhni for three safety violations and assessed Kuhni with a penalty of $76,250. 
UOSI I issued the citation and penalty to Kuhni on February 22,2016, and the citation was delivered 
via Federal Express on February 25, 2016. UOSH received confirmation that an individual named 
"S. Ballow'' signed for the package containing the citation. The citation informed Kuhni in bold and 
underlined type that it had 30 days to notify the Adjudication Division of intent to contest the citation 
and request a hearing. 
Included in the description of Kuhni 's appeal rights was the statement that failure to inform 
the Adjudication Division of intent to contest the citation within 30 days would make it a final order 
by the Commission not subject to review. On March 16, 2016, a UOSH compliance officer sent an 
email to Kuhni's management confirming that notice of the citation had been delivered and that it 
woulc.l become a final order if Kulrni did not contest the citation by March 26, 2016. Kuhni did not 
notify the Adjudication Division of its intent to contest the citation until June 6, 2016. 
Kuhni"s appeal of the citation \Vas assigned to Judge Trayner. lJOSH moved to dismiss 
Kuhni·s appeal as untimely and .fudge Trayner granted the motion over Kuhni·s objection. Kuhni 
now seeks review oLludge Trayner·s dismissal of its appeal hy arguing that it did not receive proper 
notice of the citation and penalty because it was not delivered by the U.S. Postal Service. Kuhni also 
submits that its due process rights were violated in two ways: the notice of its appeal rights were not 
conspicuously presented in the citation; and its appeal was dismissed without a hearing . 
.. ·)i,)i 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
Kuhni's motion for review consists of two main arguments regarding: I) the requirements for 
providing notice of a citation; and 2) alleged violations of its due process rights. ')be Appeals Board 
addresses these arguments in turn, as follows. 
I. Notice Requirements 
Subsection 34A-6-303( I) of the Utah Occupational Safety and Health Act provides the 
following with regard lo the procedure for notification and appeal of a citation: 
(a) If the division issues a citation under Subsection 34A-6-302(1), it shall within a 
reasonable time after inspection or investigation, notify the employer by certified mail 
of the assessment, if any, proposed to be assessed under Section 34A-6-307 and that 
the employer has 30 days to notify the Division of Adjudication that the employer 
intends to contest the citation, abatement or proposed assessment. 
(b) IC within 30 days from the receipt of the notice issued by the division, the employer 
fails to notify the Division of Adjudication that the employer intends to contest the 
citation, abatement, or proposed assessment, and no notice is filed by any employee 
or representative or employees under Subsection (3) within 30 days, the citation, 
abatement, and assessment, as proposed, is final and not subject to review by any 
cou11 or agency. 
The Appeals Board notes that Kuhni docs not dispute receiving notice of the citation when it 
was delivered on February 25, 2016. Kuhni argues such notice was insufficient to trigger the start of 
the 30-day period for contesting the citation because §303( I )(a) requires notice via "certified mail" 
by the lJ .S. Postal Service. This argument is not persuasive. Subsection 303( I )(a) does not speciJy 
that delivery of a citation must he performed by the U.S. Postal Service, only that it be via "certified 
mail" such that UOSI I could ensure delivery by way or a return receipt. 1 Kuhni contends that the 
term ''mail" necessarily implies delivery through the U.S. Postal Service, but cannot point to any 
Utah precedent2 for such a narrow interpretation. 
More important than parsing the term "'ce1tified mail" is the fact that Kuhni does not dispute 
receiving the citation when it was delivered on February 25, 2016. The fact that Kuhni actually 
received the citation means that the notice requirement was satisfied regardless of which third-party 
carrier delivered it. The Appeals Board agrees with Judge Trayner that UOSI I complied with the 
requirements of §303( I )(a) in notifying Kulmi of the citation and starting the 30-day period for 
1 See Black's Law Dictionary, Sixlh Edition, 1990. 
7 Kuhni cites a Michigan case in which the court interpreted the term "mail" to mean delivery by 
the U.S. Postal Service specifically. The Appeals Board is not convinced by such interpretation, 
which is not binding in this matter. 
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contesting it. 
II. Due Process 
Kuhni argues that its due process rights were violated because the notice of its appeal rights 
were not prominently or conspicuously presented with the citation and because Judge Trayner 
dismissed Kuhni 's appeal wi thout holding a hearing. Regarding the in formation pertaining to 
Kuhni's appeal ri ghts, the instructions, deadline, and consequences for failure to respond were 
plainly outlined on pages three and four of the citation immediately following instructions on what to 
do as a result of the citation. Of note, the 30-day deadline and consequences for missing it were 
underl ined and written in bold type. 
Additionally, the record shows that Kuhni was informed of its appeal rights by a UOSH 
compliance officer separate from the written information included with the citation. Kuhni was even 
given a specific date by which iL was required to contest the citation to be considered timely. After 
reviewing the evidence in this matter, the Appeals Board does not agree with Kuhni's 
characterization of its appeal rights as inconspicuous or otherwise unclear such that its due process 
rights were violated. 
With respect to Kuhni ' s argument that Judge Trayner's dismissal was a violation of due 
process, Kuhni has not provided any authori ty to show that such dismissal based on a lack of 
jurisdiction was improper. Judge Trayner did not, as Kuhni asserts, convert UOSH's motion to 
dismiss into a motion for summary judgment. Judge Trayner's decision shows that she dismissed 
Kuhni 's appeal after determining that the Adjudication Division did not have jurisdiction over the 
appeaJ due to Kuhni's fai lure to contest the citation within 30 days as instructed. Judge Trayner 
considered and addressed Kuhni 's arguments submitted in response to UOSH's motion to dismiss; 
Kuhni therefore had the opportunity to argue its position. Based on the foregoing, the Appeals Board 
is not convinced that Kuhni 's due process rights were violated. The Appeals Board agrees with 
Judge Trayner's deci sion to di smiss Kuhni's appeal for lack ofjurisdiction. 
ORDER 
The Appeals Board affirms Judge Trayner's dismissal ofKuhni 's appeal in her decision dated 
July I I , 2016. It is so ordered. 
Dated this 16 ~ ay of October, 2016. 
Patric ia Lammi, Chair 
~tL~ 
Patricia S. Drawe 
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CONCURRENCE 
I concur with the above decision in all regards but write separately to add two concerns which 
I have and which were raised by the Respondent. First, the term "certified mail" is a legislatively 
created phrase. We have no reason, in the record, to believe that the legislature meant that only the 
U.S. Postal Service's ce11ified mail can be used by UOSH. Since there is no dispute that the 
Respondent did, in fact, have actual notice ofUOSH's citation, I am willing to accept the majority's 
argument on this point. 
Second, the served Citation and Notice of Penalty is not written with clarity. I do believe the 
Citation was sufficiently clear to grant Respondent notice of what would happen unless the 
Respondent responded within 30 days; therefore, I am agreeing with the majority that the Respondent 
did have notice. However, UOSH might be well advised to re-write their form citation to avoid 
similar arguments to that of Respondent in the future. 
\ r'.~ ~\'v4:_,~ 
~atch . 
NOTICE OF APPEAL RIGHTS 
Any party may ask the Appeals Board of the Utah Labor Commission to reconsider this 
Order. Any such request for reconsideration must be received by the Appeals Board within 20 days 
of the date of this order. Alternatively, any party may appeal this order to the Utah Court of Appeals 
by filing a petition for review with the court. Any such petition for review must be received by the 
court within 30 days of the date of this order. 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the attached Order Affinning ALJ's Decision, was 
mailed on October 26, 2016, to the persons/parties at the following addresses: 
Utah Occupational Safety and Health 
160 E 300 S 3rd Fl 
Salt I ... akc City UT 84114 
John Kuhni Sons Inc 
PO Box 15 
Nephi UT 84648 
·oavid M Wilkins 
dwilkins@utah.gov 
Jeremy C Reutzel 
jrcutzel@btjd.com 
Chris Hill 
UOSH Division Director 
chill@utah.gov 
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3/1/2010 Sletle of \Jlah Mai l - FedEx Shlpmenl TT57168315n Dollvared 
Lol a Chacon <lchacon@ulah.gov> 
-------·----- ----------------
FedEx Shipment 775716831577 Delivered 
1 massage 
tracklngupclates@fedex.com <1rackingupda1es@fedex.com> 
Reply-To: lrackingmall@redex.com 
Thu, F~b 25, 201 6 at 11 :59 AM 
To: lchecon@utah.gov 
Your package has been delivered 
Tracking# 775716831577 
Ship da le: Delivery dale : 
Tue, 2/23/2016 
Lola Chacon 
Thu, 2/25/2016 11:54 
am 
UT. ST. LABOR COMMISSION 
UOSH 
---:-:IC? ATTN MR PAUL KUHNI 
JOHN KUHNI SONS INC 
Delivered 6480 W MILLS RD SALT LAKE CJTY, UT 84 111 
us 
Shipment Facts 
Our records Indicate Iha \ the following pockoge hos been 
de llvored. 
Trackl ng number: 
Status: 
Reference: 
Signed for by: 
Delivery location: 
Del ivered to : 
Service type: 
Packaging type: 
Number of p ieces: 
Weight: 
Special 
handllng/Sorvlces : 
775716831577 
Delivered: 02/25/2016 
11:54 AM Signed for By: 
S .BA .LOW 
1093282 VO 
S.BALLOW 
LEVAN, UT 
Recep ionis l/ Fronl Dosk 
FedEx 2Day 
FedEx envelope 
0.50 11.l. 
Direr:\ Sl911a1ure RHqulretl 
Oi,Jiver WP.ekday 
LEVAN. UT 84639 
us 
J 
cg] Plon.se <lo nol m ~pnnd 10 Urn; mossu,gf!', Ill~ omt11I wa~ ~unl lroni on vna tlunaua mellt>ox. 1h16 report wn& UtH l ututtid /JI 
oppro,;,eo 101y 12 :59 f' M cs ·1 un 021,~1,o rn . 
To laam maru ab ou t Fe:dE>. Expro5s plnH'5e yo lo fa!Jox ,com. 
All wt1)ghl5 erg ustlr11ated . 
To trnc'c, lh O Ji\ li"lst sto{ur,, al your shlp111enl, chck on lhl: lrecJi.lng numbtH !HHJVY, vr lJO t o lodc,.,com 
This trnck1no IJtH.l a lo h a s b c,cn SC HI iO you by FadE>: Bl you , t(H lljD6t. FedEx doe:5 no! vnllcto O lht1 aulhnnllc lty of tho 
ro<tuo~ \or and <Jo as nut vallt1 01 0. uuu1011h: c or wtwan l ltl e ou\hor1 \l cl\y of \he roq u!! sl , Irv, ltHl URklc ( r.. 1m1~sooc . or lhe 
uc:curuc.)' o1 lhl!i ,racking updule . Fo r \raduri g t1H\1lls i, nd terms of u~o, go to le:dtn:.com. 
T Hnk you for yn1,r ~utilne!!. 
hllps ·//mall.google.comlmeil /u/Onui-'2& ik= be7e 081 Bf&vlew= pllisearch= inbox&th~ 15319cd236d7~256&s im I= 15319cd238d74256 112 
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?flJJ;/016 FedEx Ship MBnagur • Prinl Your Label(s) 
en ,. ·•:iJ i: ~;5; • u. 
:c ...... ..., 
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U1 
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m &i 
r- ..... U1 ):> ..., ...... 
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C: 
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-4 UI 
C: l "T1 rn m 
co N a, 
Cl)~ C ~ c:, ~ rw u, C> Oco :0 l -0 ~, 
J11l01HZHlt11• 
~ ··•-~ t(]'ti 
I .,.. C u,<.,:x,,. ,,. t-4 ·,: , 11' , .. ~ v, .... 
:=:;·· 
,-,l'"Gl 
'·'": a: 
.. 
:..: 1,,; 1····1 
After printing this label: 
1. USA th1:1 'Print' button on this page to prlnl your label lo your lasor or inkjet prinlor. 
2. Fold the printed p11ge along the horlz ontal line. 
3. Place labBI In shipping pouch and alflx II to your shipment so that tho barcode portion of the label cen be read and scannl?d. 
Warning Use only lho printed original label for st1,pp,ng. Using a phI1Iocopy of U1is label lor shipping pt1rposes is 1raudu!unl aml 1;<11ild 1esul! 
in addlllOllal bll!lr,g ch11rges, along wllh Ihe canceD.1tk111 ol your FedEx account numbur. 
Uso of this system conslilutes your 11graan11mt to tha sorvit:a condilk1116 in Ille t:urrerit FedEx Service Guida, avuilutilti on leoax com.FedEx 
wdl not be responsible for any claim in excoss of $100 pnr packuge. whether the result of kiss. \lamaue. delay, non•delivery.misdelivi:ry,or 
rmsb1lonna1io11, unless you declare e higher value, pay on addlltonel chorge, documAnt your nctuol loss end Ille o timely clnim.Lm1ilob11m; 
found In the current FedEx Service Guido apply. Your right 10 recover lrom FedFll for any lm;ii, &11:ludlng 1mr111sK: vnlue of tho packago. lo11s 
of sales, income lnteresl, profd, attorney's lees, costs, and other forms of damage whether direct, incldenlal.con&equenUat. or special Is 
timrtod to the greater of $100 or the uuthorlze<l declnred value. Recovery cannot 1:1xcced uctual documented loss.Maximum for dems ol 
oxtr11ord!nary value ts $1,000, e.g. Jcwolry, precious metals, nogollnhle Instruments ano other items listed in our ServiceGuldA. Wrdt<'.n 
claims mu11t be filed within strict limo fimils, soo current FedEx Sorvice Guide. 
@'I 
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Stote of Utah Labor Commission 
lJtuh Occupational SaMy nnd Heelth (UOSH) 
160 East 300 South 
P.O. Box 146650 
Salt Lake City, UT 841 l 4 
Phone: 1801) 530-6901 Fax: (801) 530-7606 
www.laborcommlsslon.utah.gov 
UOSH 
Citation and Notification of Penalty 
To: 
JOHN KUHNI SONS, INC. 
and Its successors 
P.O. BOX 15 Nephi, UT 84648 
Inspection Site: 
6480 W MILLS RD 
Levon, UT 84639 
Inspection Number: 1093282 
Inspection Date (s): 09 /21/2015-02/03/201 6 
Issuance Date: 02/22/2016 
The vlolatlon(s} described In this Citation and 
Notification of Penalty is (are) alleged to have 
occurred on or about the doy(s} the inspection 
was made unless otherwise Indicated wifhjn the 
description given below. 
EMPLOYER MUST COMPLY WITH THE FOLLOWING CITATION REQUIREMENTS 
This Citntion and Notification of Penalty (Citation) contains impo11ant information about employers' and employees' rights 
and responsibilities. The Citation describes alleged violation(s) of the Utah Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1973 
(the Act). This violation(s) described in this Citation is (are) alleged to have occurred on or about the day(s) the inspection 
was made unless otherwise indicated within the description of each violation. You must abate the violation(s) referenced 
in this Citation by the dates listed. The proposed penalty(ies) is (are) due within 30 calendar days of receipt of this 
Citation, unless formally contested or payment ammgements are made with the Utah Division of Occupational Safety and 
Health (UOSH). You have the right to contest this Citation. For more information, please refer to the "Right to Contest" 
section of this Citation. Issuance of this Citation does not constitute a finding that a violation of the Act hus occurred, 
unless this Citation becomes a final order as provided by lJtah Code Annotated (UCA) §34A-6-303( 1 )(b). 
REQUIREMENT TO POST THE CITATION 
The Utah Administrative Code (UAC) R6 l4-l-7.Q. I requires that a copy of this Citation be posted immediately in a 
prominent place at or near the location of the violation(s) cited herein, or, if not practicable because of the nature of I.he 
employer's operations, where it will be readily observable by all affected employees. This Citation must remain posted 
until the violation(s) cited herein has (huve) been abuted, or for three working days (excluding weekends and holidays), 
whichcvor is longer. 
REQUIREMENT TO FILE A CERTIFICATION OF ABATEMENT 
Notification of Corrective Action - For each violation, which you do not formally contest, you must notify UOSH in 
writing, within 5 cnlcndur duys of the abotement dntc indicated on the Citation, of the date(s) and corrective action(s) 
taken. For Willful, Repeat, Failure to Abate, and Serious violations and any significnnt event for which UOSH 
indicates, documents demonstrating that abatement is complete must accompany the certification (for exmnple: photos, 
copies of receipts, training records, etc.). Where the Citation is classified as Other-than-Serious, and the Citation states 
thut ubotement documentation is required, documents such as those described above are required to be submitted along 
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with abatement certification. If the Citation indicates that the violation was corrected during the inspection, no certification 
of abatement is required for that item. 
All abatement verification documents must contain the following information: l) Establishment name and site 
address; 2) the inspection number 1093282; 3) the Citation and Citution item number(s) to which the submission relates; 
4) a statement that the information is accurate; 5) the printed name and signature of the employer or employer's ftuthorized 
representative; 6) the date the haznrd was corrected; 7) a brief statement of how the hazard was corrected; and 8) a 
statement that affected employees and their representatives have been infonncd of the abatement. 
You must complete, sign, and submit the Certification of Abatt,ment and any additional documentation to UOSH at the 
following address: 
Utah Occupational Safety and Heath 
Attention: Compliance Section 
160 East 300 South, 3rd floor 
P.O. Box 146650 
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-6650 
The employer must inform affected employees and their representativc(s) about abatement activities covered by this 
section by posting a copy of each document submitted to UOSH, or a summury of the document near the place where the 
violation occurred. 
PAYMENT OF PENALTY 
You must pay the penalty(ies) on the "Notification of Assessed Penalty" within 30 calendar days from the receipt of this 
Citation, unless you infonn the Utoh Labor Commission Adjudication Division (Adjudication Division) in writing that you 
intend to contest the Citation. If you do not contest within 30 calendar dnys after receipt, the Citation will become the 
final order of the Utah Labor Commission and may not be reviewed by any court or agency. 
Please make your check or money order payablo to ''Utah Occupational Safety and Heallh0 • Indicate tho inspection 
number 1093282 on the remittance. UOSH does not agree to any restrictions or conditions or endorsements put on any 
check or money order for less than the full amount due, and will cash the check or money order as if these restrictions, 
conditions, or endorsements do not exist. 
FOLLOW-UP INSPECTIONS 
A follow-up inspection may be conducted to verify that you have posted the Citation es required and/or corrected the 
violation(s). You have the continuing rei;ponsibility to comply with tho Act. Any new violation(s) discovered during a 
follow-up inspection will be cited. In order to achieve abatement by the dote set fonh in the Citation(s), abatement efforts 
must be promptly initinted. Providing false infonnetion on your efforts to ubate is punishable under UCA §34A-6-
307(5)(c). 
EMPLOYER RETALIATION AGAINST WORKERS IS UNLAWFUL 
The law prohibits discrimination/retaliation by on employer against an employee for tiling a complaint 01· for exercising 
any rights under the Act. An employee who believes that he/she has been discriminuted ngninst may file a complaint with 
UOSH and with the U.S. Department of Labor Region VIII Office no later than 3 0 days after the discrimination occurred. 
TYPES OF VIOLATIONS 
W~LFUL-A violation where either: 1) The employer committed an intentional and knowing violation of the Act; or, 2) 
though the employer was not intentionally violating the Act, he or !ih~ wus aware that hazardous condition(s) existed and 
acted in careless disregard of employer responsibilities under the Act. 
SERIOUS - A violation from n condition, practice, method, opemtion, or process in the workplace of which the employer 
knows or should know through the exercise of reasonable diligence; and there is a substantial possibility that the 
condition, practice, method, operation, or process could result in death or serious physical harm. 
OTHER-THAN-SERIOUS - A violation from a hazardous condition which would probably not cause death or serious 
physical hann, but would have a direct and immediate relationship to the safety and health of employees. 
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REPEAT-A violation of the UOSH Rules/Standards for which an employer has been cited previously for the same or a 
substantially similar condition or hazard, by UOSH, and the Citation has become a final order of the Utah Labor 
Commission. 
NOTICE TO EMPLOYEES 
UAC R6l4-l-7.R.2 gives an employee or his/her representative the opportunity to object to any abatement date set for a 
violation if he/she believes the date to be unreasonable. The notice to contest must be received by the Adjudication 
Division, using one of the methods listed in the "Right to Contest" section of this Citation, within 30 days of recoipt of 
this Citation by the employer. 
INSPECTION ACTIVITY DATA 
You should be aware that OSHA publishes infonnation on UOSH's inspections and Citation activity on the Internet under 
the provision of the Electronic Freedom of Information Act. The infonnation related to your inspection will be available 
after the Citation is issued, You ore encouraged to review the information concerning you establishment at 
www.osh!1!BQY, If you have any disputes with the accuracy of the information displayed, please contact the UOSH office. 
PETITION FOR MODIFICATION OF ABATEMENT 
Abatement dates are assigned on the basis of tho best available information at the time the Citation is issued. When you 
are unable to meet an abatement date because of uncontrollable events or other circumstances, you may file a Petition for 
Modification of Abatement (PMA) with the UOSH Director. A PMA must be in writing and received by UOSH no later 
than the nl'xt worMnl!.ili!l: following the abatement due date in accordance with UAC R614-1•7,O. The PMA must 
include all of the following infonnation: 
l. Steps you hove taken so far in an effort to achieve compliance and dates of those steps. 
2. Additional time period you need to comply. 
3, The reason~ such additional time is necossary, including the unavailability of professional or technical personnel 
or of materials and equipment, or because necessary construction or alteration of facilities cannot be completed by 
the original abatement date. 
4, Interim steps you are taking to safeguard you employees against the cited hazard during the abatement period. 
5. A statement certifying that the petition for extension has been posted and, if appropriate, served on en authorized 
rep1-esentative of the affected employees. The petition must be posted for 10 days, during which your employees 
moy tile an objection. 
INFORMAL CONFERENCE 
An informal conference is not required; however, if you wish to have such a conference you may request one with 
UOSH at (801) 530-6901 during the 30-colendar day contest period. During such an jnformal conforence, you may 
present any evidence or views, which you believe, would support an adjustment to the Citation(s) and/or penalty(ies). 
If you decide to request an infonnal conference to discuss any issues related to the Citation, you must schedule it early 
enough to comply with the abalement due date(s). If you are unable to schedule nn infonnal conference before the 
abatement due dute(s) you must request a PMA. You must complete and post the "Notice to Employees of Informal 
Conference" next to this Citation as soon as the time, date, and place of the infonnal conference have been detennined. 
Bring to the infonnal conference any and all supporting documentation of existing conditions, as well as, any abatement 
steps taken thus far. If conditions warrant, we can enter into on informal settlement agreement, which will resolve this 
matter without litigation or fonnal contest. Thi~ l'once~t ucriml is not intcrrnoted by m1 iufon1111I l'o111',•1·,~11n·. 
THE RIGHT TO CONTEST THIS CITATION 
In accordance with UCA §34A-6-303, you have the right to contest all or any part of this Citation by filing a written notice 
of contest with the Utah Labor Commission Adjudication Division (Adjudication Division) within 30 calendar days of 
receipt of this Citation as follows: 
I. Mail notice of contest to tbe Adjudication Division. P.O. Box l 4661 S, Stllt Lake City, UT 84114•66 l 5; or 
2. Deliver notice of contest to Adjudication Divjsion located in the Heber Wells Building, 160 Enst 300 South, 3rd 
floor, Salt Lake City, Utah; or 
3. ElectronicaJly submit notice of contest to the Adjudication Division via email ot ~!lli~u.ling@utnlt.g1).Y; or 
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4. Fax notice of contest to the Adjudication Division at (801) 530-6333, 
If a notice of contest is received, the Utah Labor Commisslon will then provido an adjudicative hewing, For further 
guidance, please telephone th~ Adjudication Division at (801) 530-6800. lh1h•s!-I you inform the Acl1111llen1iu11 l>Msinn 
in ,nitim! time yon intt•nd to ,·unks( Che (.'ih1tio11(s) wiUain JO l'11h.•111lnr dnv:,i nfll'I' n•4:lliut, th~ {'iluliou(s) will 
become a finol order of the Utnh Labor Commission and mny not he.• n•vi,•wc.·cl by nuy ,·ourt nr UJ!l'lll.'.l'!_ 
THE CITATION ADJUDICATION PROCESS 
If the notice of contest has been tiled within tho JO cnleud:u· chws with the Adjudication Division, the case will be 
assigned to an administrative law judge ond a hearing will be scheduled. Employer and employees may participate in the 
hearing. lfthe employer is a corporate entity, they must be represented by no attorney. Only an unincorporated individual 
can represent themselves at a formal adjudication hearing. 
The hearing will involve all the elements of a trial, including examination and cross-examination of witnesses. The 
administrative lnw judge may affinn, modify, or eliminate any contested item of the Citation. Once the administrative law 
judge has ruled, any party to the case may request a further review by the Utah Labor Commission. The ruling of the 
Commission may be appealed to the Utah Court of Appeals. For more infonnation regarding the adjudication process, 
please contact the Adjudication Division at (801) 530-6800 or visit its website at: 
Jmn;t!J11l.,5!!'£v!J!l_ll_h,sil_,i1_._11l:)_l1.gtlV/~liyJ~h•n~~(timl.i~:.1fi1,m/i11.~te"'··.html. 
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State of Utah Labor Commission 
Utah Occupational Safety and Health (UOSH) 
160 East 300 South 
P.O. Box 146650 
Salt Lok<, City, UT 84114 
Phone: (801) 530~6901 Fax: 1801) 530-7606 
www.laborcommlsslon.utah.gov 
UOSH 
NOTICE TO EMPLOYEES Ofl lNFORMALCONFER[CNCE 
(jp Yow- employer has scheduled an informal conference with Utah Occupational Safety and Health (UOSH) to 
discuss the Citation(s) issued on 02/22/2016, for workplace safety and health violations, lnspection Number 
1093282. The informal conference will be held at the UOSH office located at 160 East 300 South, Salt Lake City, 
UT 84111-6650 on (date) at (time) 
Employees and/or representatives of employees have a right to attend this informal conference. 
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State of Utah Labor Commission 
Utah Occupational Safety and Health (UOSH) 
160 East 300 South 
P.O. Box 146650 
Salt Lake City, UT 84114 
Phone: (801) 530-6901 Fax: (801) 530-7606 
www.laborcommission.utah.gov 
Citntion mul Notiticntion of Pcarnlly 
Company Name: 
Inspection Site1 
Inspection Number: 
Inspection Dates: 
Issuance Date: 
CSHOID: 
JOHN KUHNI SONS, INC. 
6480 W MILLS RD Levan, UT 84639 
1093282 
09/21/2015-02/03/2016 
02/22/2016 
V08l3 
Citntion 1 ltom l Type ofViolation: Wi11ful•Scrious 
UOSH 
UAC R614-5•2,A.4: ''Screw conveyors, troughs, or box openings shall have covers, grating or guard rails to prevent 
workers from coming in contact with the moving conveyor. 11 
(A) Screw conveyors, troughs, and/or box openings did not have covers, grating or guardrails as required. 
a. The covers (guards) for sections "A11 and 118 11 of the Pressor Discharge Screw Conveyor were off during the production 
of "cnke" material on September 18, 2015> the day of the accident. 
b. On September 18, 2015, employee (5) straddled the uncovered (unguurdcd) section "A" of the Pressor Discharge Screw 
Conveyor while attempting to unclog the Pressor Discharge Chute, when he slipped or lost balance, and his legs were 
pulled into tho screw conveyor that resulted in the amputation of his lower legs. 
c. John Kuhni Sons, Inc. Plant Manager (PM) of Production and Cooking Operations knew the covers (guards) for 
sections "A" and 11B11 of the Pressor Discharge Screw Conveyor had not been on at least since February 2014 and took no 
corrective action to have the guards installed on sections 11A11 and "B" of the Pressor Discharge Screw Conveyor. 
d. John Kuhni Sons, Inc. Maintenance Supervisor/Engineer nod the HR/Safety 1md Compliance Supervisor had observed 
that the covers (guards) on sections "A" and 11B" of the Pressor Discharge Screw Conveyor had been removed during ttwir 
walkthroughs of the Cooking Room but did not follow up with the Plant Manager (PM) of Production and Cooking 
Oporations lo insure the covers (guards) were reinstnlled but continued to allow employees to be exposed to this violative 
condition. 
e. The main entryway through the Cooking Room runs alongside and between the Pressor Discharge Screw Conveyor nnd 
the Cooking Control room. Unguarded Sections 11 A" and 118 11 of the Prcssor Discharge Screw Conveyor were in pluin view 
to those using the entrywoy through the Cooking Room and to those who were in the Control Room. The Control Room 
has Plexiglas windows all along the side facing the Cooker, the Pressor and the Pressor Discharge Screw Conveyor. 
f. John Kuhni Sons, Inc. Plant M1mngcr of Production and Cooking Operations saw the Maintenance Supervisor/Engineer 
walk through the Cooking Room alongside the Pressor DischW'ge Screw Conveyor and the covers (guards) for sections 
11 A" and 11B11 were off. 
g. Prior to the company hiring employees (9) and ( I 0) as cookers, the Plant Manager (PM) of Production and Cooking 
Operutions would run the cooking process nnd the co-owner (employee (2)) would load the tankers with grease and come 
into the Cooking Control Room every work day passing by the Pressor Discharge Screw Conveyor where sections "A'1 
and 11B11 were left unguarded and were in plain view. 
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h. John Kuhni Sons, Inc, Co-owner (employee (2)), Plant Manager (PM) of Production and Cooking Operations, 
Maintenance Supervisor/Engineer and the HR/Safety and Compliance Supervisor committed a willful violation by 
demonstrating plain indifference to the violative condition. Said employer intentionally, through conscious, voluntary 
action or inaction, made no reosonob)o offort to eliminate the unguarded sections "A" and '1B" of the Pressor Discharge 
Screw Conveyor that were in plain view that had existed nt least since February 2014, that resulted in serious injuries to 
employee (5). 
Date By Whleh Violation Must be Abated: 
Proposed Penalty: 
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Citril ion_ I Item 2 Type of Violation: Willful-Serious 
UAC R614-S-2.I.4: "No safety device, guard, overload, cutout, brake, etc., shall be removed from a conveyor and the 
conveyor placed in operation without the device being reinstalled. Where permanent guards nt hazardous points must be 
left off, the area shall be laced off with temporary boards, etc., ifthe conveyor is placed in operation other than for 
testing." 
(A) Safety device, guard, overload, cutout, brake, etc., was removed from a conveyor and the conveyor placed in 
operation without the device being reinstalled. 
a. On September 18, 20 t 5, the Pressor and Presser Discharge Screw Conveyor were operated without guards (covers) un sections 
11A11 ond 118 11 of the conveyor while employees were processing "cake" material. 
b. On September 18, 2015, employee (5) straddled lhe uncovered (unguarded) section "A" of the Pressor Discharge Screw 
Conveyor while attempting to unclog the Prcssor Discharge Chute, when he slipped or lost balance, and his legs were pulled into 
the screw conveyor that resulted in the amputation of his lower legs. 
c. Employees (6) and (7) stated during interviews that guards (Sections "A'' & "B") hnd been removed from the Pressor Discharge 
Screw Conveyor for at least 20 months from the dute of the accident, where an employee's legs were pulled into the conveyor 
resulting in the amputation of his lower legs on Septembc1· 18, 2015. 
d. John Kuhni Sons, Inc. Plant Monager (PM) of Production and Cooking Operations knew the covers (guards) for sections "A II nnd 
"R" of the Pressol' Disch11rge Screw Conveyor had not been on at least since February 2014 and took no corrective action to have 
the guards installed on sections 11 A11 and 11B" of the Presser Discharge Screw Conveyor. 
c. John Kuhni Sons, Inc. Maintenance Supervisor/Engineer and the HR/Safety and Complinnce Supervisor had observed that the 
covers (guards) on sections II A 11 1md "B" of the Pressor Discharge Screw Conveyor had been removed during their walkthroughs of 
the Cooking Room but did not follow up wilh the Plant Manuger (PM) of Production and Cooking Operations to insure the covers 
(guards) wen: reinstalled but continued to allow employees to be exposed to this violative condition. 
f. The mam cnrrywny through the Cooking Room runs alongside and between lhc Prcssor Discharge Screw Conveyor and the 
Cooking Control room. Unguarded Sections "A" and "811 of the Pressor Discharge Screw Conveyor were in plain view to those 
using the entryway through the Cooking Room and to those who were in the Control Room. The Control Room has Plexiglas 
windows atl along th,; side fucing th~ Cooker, the Pressor 1tnd thu Pressor Discharge Screw Conveyor. 
g. John Kuhni Sons, Inc. Plant Manager of Production and Cooking Opcrutions saw the Mnintcnancc Supervisor/Engineer walk 
through the Cooking Room elongside the Pressor Discharge Screw Conveyor and the covers (guards) for sections "A" and "B 11 were 
off. 
h. Prior to the company hiring employec.,s (9) and ( 10) ns cookers, the Plant Manager (PM) of Production and Cooking Operations 
would nm the cooking process and the co-owner (employee (2)) would load the tankers with grease and come into 1hc Cooking 
Control Room every work day passing by the Pressor Dischurge Screw Conveyor where sections 11 A" and "B11 were left unguarded 
and were in plain view. 
I. John Kuhni Sons, Inc. Co-owner (employee (2))1 Plant Menager (PM) of Production nnd Cooking Operations, Maintcm1:1nce 
Supervisor/Engineer and the HR/Safety and Compliance Supervisor committed a willful violation by demonstrating plain 
indifTenmc~ to the violative condition. Said employer intentionally, through conscious, voluntary action or inaction, made no 
reasonable effort to eliminate the unguarded sections 11A" and "B 11 of the Pressor Discharge Screw Conveyor that were In plain view 
that had existed at least since February 2014, that resulted in serious injuries tu employee (5). 
D11te By Which Violation Must be Abated: 
Proposed Penalty: 
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('itnlion) t1cm_J_ Type of Violation: Serious 
UAC R6 l 4-S-2.B. l: ••Periodic inspection of the entire conveying mechanism shall be made for wom parts, defective 
couplings, loose belts, chains and defective safety devices such as brakes, backstops, overload releases, guards, etc.1' 
(A) Periodic inspections of the entire conveying mechanism and for defective safety devices were not made as required, 
a. The Maintenance Sllpervisor/Engineer stated that preventative maintenance Is done every week on the screw assemblies. Belts 
are checked on the drive motors, gearboxes are oiled and greased, the betlringi on the ends of each screw are greased weekly, and 
some are done daily, Bolts are checked on the screws. 
b, Employees (6) and (7) performed preventative maintenance on the Pressor Discharge Screw Conveyor but did not inspect for 
defective safety devices, the guards on sections "A'' ond 118 11 that were missing. 
c. Rmployees (6) and (7) stated during interviews that guards (Sections II A 11 & "B") hnd been removed from the Pressor Discharge 
Sc,·cw Conveyor for at least 20 months from the date of the accident, where an employee's legs were pulled Into the conveyor 
resulting in the omputation of his lower legs on September 18, 2015. 
d, John Kuhni Sons, Inc, Plant Manager of Production and Cooking Operations saw the Maintenance Supervisor/1'.!ngineer walk 
through the Cooking Room alongside the Pressor Discharge Screw Conveyor 11ncl the covurs (guards) for sections "A" 1111d 118" were 
off. 
c. Prior to the company hiring employees (9) and ( I 0) as cookers, the Plant Manager (PM) of Production und Cooking Operations 
would run the cooking process and the co-owner (employee (2)) would lood the tankers with grense and come into the Cooking 
Control Room every work day passing by the Pressor Discharge Screw Conveyor where sections "A" and "B" were left unguarded 
and were in plain view. 
f. John Kuhni Sons, Inc. Maintenance Supervisor/Engineer and the IDVSafety and Compliance Supervisor had observed that lhe 
covers (guards) on sections "A" and "B" of the Pressor Discharge Screw Conveyor had b~cn removed during their walktbroughs of 
the Cooking Room but did not follow up with the Plant Manager (PM) of Production and Cooking Operations to insure the covers 
(guards) were reinstalled but continued to allow employees to be exposed to this violative condition. 
Date By Which Violation Must be Abated: 
Proposed Penalty: 
The violation identified above was corrected on 
Actions Taken: 
March 08, 2016 
$3,000.00 
by 
I attest that I am an authorized representative of the employer and that the information contained in this document is 
accurate and that the affected employees and their representatives have been infonned of the abatement activities 
described in this certification. 
By providing abatement verification to UOSH, and signing thLq document, the employer does not admit that it violated 
the cited standards for any litigation or purpose other than subsequent proceeding under the Utah Occupational Safety 
and Health Act. 
Signature Date 
Typed or Printed Name 
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Citnlion 2 Hem 2 a 'fype of Violation: Serious 
29 CPR 1910.1200(e)(l): "Employers shall develop, implement, and maintain at each workplace, a written hazard 
communication program which at least describes how the criteria specified in paragraphs (f), (g), and (h) of this section 
for labels and other fonns of warning, safety data sheets, ftnd employee infonnation and training will be met, and which 
also includes the following: 
(i} A list of the hazardous chemicals known to be present using a product identifier that is referenced on the appropriate 
safety data sheet (the list may be compiled for the workplace as a whole or for individual work areas); and, 
(ii) The methods the employer will use to inform employees of the hazards of non-routine tasks (for example, the 
cleaning of reactor vessels), and the hazards associated with chemicals contained in unlabeled pipes in their work 
areas." 
(A) The employer did not develop, implement, and maintain at the workplace a writttm hazard communication program 
as required. 
The employer did not have a written hazard communication program. 
Employees that work in the Cooking Room clean the equipment nnd walking/working surfaces with hot water using a 
pressure spray washer and/or a wire-braided hose tied into the boiler system where steam is mixed with water to cloon 
the equipment. 
The employees clean the Cooking Control Room approximately every two weeks with rot water, spreads some 
trisodium phosphate (TSP) on the floor and use a broom to clean the floor. The floor is then washed ngoin with hot 
water. The Plant Manager over Cooking and Production Operations has had he ond his employees use a cup of TSP in tt 
five-gallon bucket of water and inject it into the pressurized spray washer. A 1% solution ofTSJ> has a pH between 11-
12. The TSP in the five-gallons of water is approximately 0.18 % solution of TSP, an approximate pl I between 10-1 l. 
Date By Which Violation Must be Abated: 
Proposed Penalty: 
CERTIFICATION OF AHATEMF:NT: 
The violation identified above was corrected on 
Actions Taken: 
Marcil 23, 2016 
$2,500.00 
by 
I attest that I am an authorized representative of the employer and that the information contained in this document is 
accurate and that the affected employees and their representatives have been infonned of the abatement activities 
described in this certification. 
By providing abatement verification to UOSH, and signing this document, the employer does not admit that it violated 
the cited standards for any litigation or purpose other than subsequent proceeding under the Utah Occupational Safety 
and Health Act. 
Signature Date 
Typed or Printed Name 
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Grn1J11.n 11.L~m ~ h Type of Violation: Serious 
29 CFR 1910.1200(h)( I): HEmploycrs shall provide employees with effective Information and training on hazardous 
chemicals in their work area at the time of their initial assignment, and whenever a new chomicaJ hazard the employees 
have not previously been trained about is introduced into their work area. Information llnd training may be designed to 
cover categories of hazards (e.g., nommability, carcinogenicity) or specific chemicals. Chemicul-specific info11natio11 
must always be available through labels and safety data sheets.'' 
(A) The employer did not providt: employees with effective information and training on haz1udous chemicals in their 
work area us required. 
The employer did not provide effective information and training to thelr employees on the physical and health hauirds 
of the chemicals they work with or could encounter in the workplace, 
Employees occasionally work a , 18% solution of trisodium phosphtile to clean the Cooking Room and Control Room 
floor. 11 has an~ pH of 10-11. Splashing liquid or gelling solid rnaterinl on skin could cause dumnge to skin/tyes. 
Date By Which Violntlon Must be Abnted: 
Proposed Pcniilty: 
CERTIFICATION OF ABATEMI~NT: 
The violation identified above was corrected on 
Actions Taken: 
March 23, 2016 
$0,00 
by 
I attest that I am an authOl'ized representative of the employer and thet the infonnation contained in this document is 
accurate and that the affected employees and their representatives have been informed of the abatement activities 
described in this certification, 
By providing abatement verification to UOSH, and signing this document, the employer does not admit that it violated 
the cited standards for any litigation or purpose other than subsequent proceeding under the Utah Occupational Safety 
and Health Act. 
Signature Date 
Typed or Printed Name 
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{;jJijJ.fon J l1~m_! Type of Violation: Other-than-Serious 
UAC R614-1-S.C.1: "Each employer shall wjthin 8 hours of occurrence, notify the Division of Utah Occupational 
Safety and Health of the Commission ofany work-related fatalities, of any disabling, serious, or significant injury end 
of any occupational disease incident, Call (801) 530-6901." 
(A) Bach employer did not notify the Division of Utah Occupational Safety and Hoalth as required. 
The empJoyer did not notify the Utah Occupational Safety and Health Division (UOSH) within 8 hours of the 
occurrence of the injury that occurred on September 18, 2015 at approximately 5:00 p.m. The employer reported thi., 
incident to Federal OSHA on September 19, 2015 at approximately 4:00 p.m. UOSH contacted the employer on 
September 21,201 Sat approximately 7:52 a.m. 
Date By Which Violation Must be Abated: 
Proposed Penalty: 
CERTIFICATION OF ABATEMENT: 
The violation identified above wos corrected on 
Actions Taken: 
Corrected During Inspection 
$500.00 
by 
I attest that I am an authorized representative of the employer ond that the information contained in this document is 
accurate and that the affected employees and their representatives have been infonned of the abatement nctivities 
described in this certification. 
By providing abatement verification to VOSH, nnd signing this document, lhe employer does not admit that it violated 
the cited standards for any litigation or purpose other than subsequent proceeding under the Utah Occupational Safety 
and Health Act. 
Signature Date 
Typed or Printed Name 
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Ut1uim1.J !l',{tn.2. Type of Violation: Other-tbs n-Sertous 
29 CPR 1904.40(a): "Basic requirement. When on authorized government representative asks for the records you keep 
under Port 1904, you must provide copies ot'the records within four (4) business hours," 
(A) Copies of the records kept under Part 1904 were not provided to an authorized government representative as 
required. 
The employer did not provide UOSH OSHA 300 & 300A logs within the specified time requirement. Requested OSHA 
300 & 300A logs on September 22, 2015. As of Janunry 19, 2016, OSHA Logs had not been received. 
Recordable Injuries from five years from September 18, 2015 are as follows; 
Datt, of Injury Case ID 
I 0/3 0/20 l O 3180709 
07/08/2011 3286816 
11/20/2014 3679127 
09/18/2015 3926633 
Nature of Injury 
Laceration Left Hand 
Strain 
Fracture, Foot 
Amputation, Legs 
Date By Which Violation Must be Abated: 
Proposed Penalty: 
CtRTIFICATION OF ABATEMENT: 
The violation identlfled above was corrected on 
Actions Taken: 
Medical Treatment 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
February 27, 2016 
$250.00 
by 
I nttestthat I am an authorized representative of the employer and that the information contained in this document is 
accurate and that the affected employees and their representatives have been infonned of the abatement activities 
described in this certification. 
By providing abatement verification to UOSH, and signing this document, the employer does not sdmit that it violated 
the cited standards for any litigation or purpose other than subsequent proceeding under the Utah Occupational Safety 
and Health Act. 
Signature Date 
fyped or Printed Name 
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14) 
Cjtution 3 Item 3 Type ofViolation: Otber-thao•Serious 
29 CFR 19 I 0.132(d)(2): 0 The employor shall verify that the required workplace hazard assessment has been performed 
through a written certification that identifies the workplace evaluated; the person certifying that the evaluation has been 
performed; the date(s) of the hazard assessment; and, which identifies the document as a certification of hazard 
assessment." 
(A) The employer did not verify that the required workplace hazard assessment was performed through a written 
certification as required. 
Th0 employer did not verify through a written certification that a PPB hazard assessment had been perfonned. 
Date By Which Violation Must be Abated: 
Proposed Penalty: 
Clt:lfl'IFICATION 01', AHATEMEN1~ 
The violation idenUfled 11bove was corrected on 
Actions Taken: 
February 27, 2016 
$0.00 
by 
I attest that I am an authorized representative of the employer and that the infonnation contained in this document is 
accurate and that the affected employees and their representatives hnve been informed of the abatement activities 
described in this certification. 
By providing abatement verification to UOSH, and signing this document, the employer does not admit that it violated 
the cited standards for any litigation or purpose other than subsequent proceeding under the Utah Occupational Safety 
and Health Act. 
Signature Date 
Typed or Printed Name 
~,- -- -
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Paul C 'nnno11 Date 
Compliance <)lfo:c:r 
1-tAJJ!\kV--' v.::W.J . I -. .--z,/ Z 1>/~1 t 
Holly [.,w.-c,p ) Date 
Compliance l\·la ~.ri'iwr 
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State or Utah Labor Commission 
utah Occupational Safety and Health (UOSH) 
160 Bast 300 South 
P.O. Box 146650 
Salt Lake Cityt UT 84114 
Phone: (801) S30-6901 Fax: (801) 530-7606 
':/!:J!YLL!l.1~01\:t l1J!f_n.i:'jaj9n,1_,1_n11. u.c.~ 
NOTIFICATION OF ASSESSED PENALTY 
Company Name: JOHN KUHNI SONS, INC. 
Inspection Site: 6480 W MILLS RD Levan, UT 84639 
Issuance Date: 02/22/2016 
Summary of Penaltles for Inspection Number: 1093282 
Citation 1 Item 1 , WIiifui-Serious 
Citation 1 Item 2, WIiifui-Serious 
Citation 2 Item 1 , Serious 
Citation 2 Item 2a, Serious 
Citation 2 Item 2b, Serious 
Citation 3 Item 1, Other-than-Serious 
Citation 3 ltem 2, Other-than-Serious 
Citation 3 Item 3, Other-than-Serious 
TOTAL PROPOSED PENALTIES: 
-- - ------•----- ------- ---- -------~ ... 
UOSH 
$35,000.00 
$35,000.00 
$3,000.00 
$2,500.00 
$0.00 
$500.00 
$250.00 
$0.00 
$76,250.00 
Th~ corn I 1111mol't.•tl 1u-nnlly iN due.· wichin JU ,·nfondur tl:1ys of rt·,·ciot ur lhiN < 'itntiun unh·.'ls formally t.·outl'~ted nr 
1>nynw111 mT:ml!t!mt•nts nrc nuult.• with llOSll. 
To avoid additional charges, please remit payment promptly to this Office (UOSH) for the total amount of the uncontested 
penalties summarized above. Make your check or money order payable to: 
Utah Oecupattonal Safety and Health 
Attention: CompUam~e Department 
160 East 300 South, 3rd Floor 
P.O. Box l 466SO 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-6650 
Please indicate the UOSH Inspection Number: 1093282 on the remittance. 
UOSH does not agree to any restrictions or conditlons or endorsements put on any check or money order for less than full 
emount due, and will cash the check or money order as if these restrictions, conditions. or endorsements do not exist. 
In accordance with Utah State policy, penalties not collected will be turned over to the Utah Office of State Debt Collection 
(OSDC). The OSDC may assess interest, delinquent charges, and administrative costs for the collection of delinquent penalty 
debts for violations of the Utah Occupational Safety and Health Act . 
.... .. \"?~---
Holly D. L, )Wence 
Compliance Manager 
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